B-cell epitopes: Discontinuity and conformational analysis.
Peptide vaccines have many potential advantages over conventional ones including low cost, lack of need for cold-chain storage, safety and specificity. However, it is well known that approximately 90% of B-cell epitopes (BCEs) are discontinuous in nature making it difficult to mimic them for creating vaccines. In this study, the degree of discontinuity in B-cell epitopes and their conformational nature is examined. The discontinuity of B-cell epitopes is analyzed by defining 'regions' (consisting of at least three antibody-contacting residues each separated by ≤3 residues) and small fragments (antibody-contacting residues that do not satisfy the requirements for a region). Secondly, an algorithm has been developed that classifies each region's shape as straight, curved or folded on the basis that straight and folded regions are more likely to retain their native conformation as isolated peptides. We have investigated the structures of 488 B-cell epitopes from which 1282 regions and 1018 fragments have been identified. 90% of epitopes have five or fewer regions and five or fewer fragments with 14% containing only one region and 4% being truly linear (i.e. having one region and no fragments). Of the 1282 regions, 508 are straight in shape, 626 are curved and 148 are folded.